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THOUGHT FOR THE
SEASON
If you fail to prepare you are
preparing to fail.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
TUESDAY, 4th NOVEMBER 2014
MONTHLY MEETING AT
SHELFORD RUFC 7.30 PM
TOPIC: DEALING WITH
DIFFICULT PEOPLE
An interactive session with an
exchange of experiences about
controlling players, coaches,
supporters and applying Law 6.
Come along with yours.

ANNUAL LADIES NIGHT
AND DINNER
AT CHRIST’S COLLEGE
(Menu details on Page 6)

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk
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EDITORIAL RECALL
The appointments list for October 25th this season included a league fixture in
Eastern Counties 2 West at Grantchester Road between Cambridge Exiles and
Cantabrigians II. Why do I single that one out? Memories, that’s why.
In October fifty years ago , Old Cantabrigians II met Cambridge Wanderers at
Sedley Taylor Road when there were no leagues. As Max Boyce would say, “I
know ‘cos I was there”. It was the first time I had played rugby in Cambridge and
the beginning of my five decades of involvement with the game in this part of
England. There may be readers of CONTACT who think that I don’t look old
enough for this to be true, but it is. It is my Cambridge Golden Anniversary.
I came from Bristol, a bachelor of 29 years, to work for Cambridge City Council.
On the first Monday of October I reported to the Department of Public Health
and Welfare at Kett House in Station Road. I knew no one and lived in digs.
If you want to make friends when you move to a new area, go to the local rugby
club. The next evening I went along to Grantchester Road with the idea of joining the Cambridge Rugby Club. The natives appeared friendly so I signed up.
On Thursday night I went training and was selected to play for the third team on
Saturday. I turned up at “The Catholic”, the team meeting place, expecting to be
introduced to my new playmates. However, I was greeted by the Team Secretary and told “You have been moved up to the Wanderers”. I was directed to the
ground and met the group of Cambridge players gathering to play OC 2.
Most of the Wanderers were strangers to each other. There were two RAF lads
from Northern Ireland making their debut for the team like me. We won 6 points
to nil, both tries being scored by one of them, my partner in the centre, David
Breen. I think I gave him the scoring pass for his first.
The following week I was elevated to the First XV alongside several Eastern
Counties players I’d never met. We played and beat Sutton and Epsom. I spent
the rest of that season switching between the Wanderers and the Firsts.
Dickie Jeeps had returned to the club in 1962 but had gone back to play for
Northampton taking Andy Hancock with him. He had attempted to raise the
status of rugby in Cambridge and tried to get all the clubs in the county to unite
together in this endeavour. Rugby being what it is, loyalty to one’s own club triumphed and the other clubs gave little support. Only one player from Wisbech, a
Welsh centre, Terry Flynn, joined the project.
Thus began my ten year membership of the City club in which I captained the
Wanderers for two seasons, played a few games for the Vanguards, converted
Derek Manning to Rugby from Soccer and became the club coach.
Called out of retirement in 1969 to play for the first team my playing career
ended with three games in eight days against the LX Club, Old Cantabs in the
County Cup and Norwich when I was late tackled playing at full back.
The unpunished offender broke my nose and the orbit bone of my left eye with a
punch. I was lucky the bone broke downwards as I might have lost the sight in
that eye. My activities in rugby quickly switched back to coaching and Mrs D was
pleased.
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GOLDEN DAYS (continued)
Coincidentally in that year, the RFU decided to promote coaching more widely at club level. It produced a manual with
sections on the development of individual, unit, team skills and game strategies. With Ian Palmer, coach to Woodford
and Eastern Counties, I was sent as a representative of Eastern Counties to find out how the manual should be used
by Constituent Bodies. We returned from the National Sports Centre at Lilleshall and held a master class at Brentwood
for all Eastern Counties clubs and got the coaching ball rolling.
I was appointed County Coaching Organiser by Cambridgeshire RFU. My two main tasks were to introduce the concept
of coaching to local clubs and to coach the County in the sub county championship. In addition, I ran training courses
for potential coaches and organized their written and practical examination.
For six years, I visited clubs and organised practice sessions for them. Because of this coaching role I decided it
would be better for me to be seen as independent and not a member of any club. I felt I had made the right decision
when Shelford asked me to give them a coaching session before they played a cup match against Cambridge.
March Bears had just started up and I made several trips up north to provide them with some game structure and
ploys. Their HQ was the King William IV pub on the High Street.
Cambridgeshire won the sub county championship twice in these years under my guidance. I was asked to coach
Eastern Counties Colts for a season and did so successfully as they won all of their matches in the London and South
East Group.
Such wide spread activity in Eastern Counties took me to many clubs where I was warmly welcomed. This remains the
case to today. Several players I coached in the early 70’s are still active at their clubs. Mike Mills (Shelford),
Alan Sadler and Jeff Railton (Cantabs), Alan Banks (Cambridge) and Mervyn Hughes (Saffron Walden) are names that
some CUDRRS members will be familiar with.
But in 1975 when I became a referee with CUDRRS, I noticed a distinct difference in players’ attitude towards me. They
were only too eager to talk with me after matches when I was County coach and a selector. Now as a referee I was left
to stand and drink alone in clubhouses. In those days that was typical of the way referees were treated. Fortunately,
that is a mostly a thing of the past and our introduction in 1994 of The Whistlers’ Trophy saw a vast improvement in
the hospitality shown to match officials. That is why I urge our referees to always report how they are treated by our
clubs. We do not want to return to the days when referees were simply tolerated rather than treated as they are now as
welcome guests.
CUDRRS was then a subgroup of Eastern Counties Referees Society which made the higher level match appointments.
I refereed in the four eastern counties, London, Warwickshire, Hertfordshire and Bristol. My top appointment was the
1979 Town v Gown traditional fixture. The University was captained by scrum half, Ian Peck, the father of this season’s
captain, Harry. There were two future England internationals playing for the Blues, Marcus Rose and Paul Ackford and
two who became travelling reserves. In those days, the reserves only got on to replace injured players. Rugby was
very much a fifteen a side not twenty-three a side game. And they wonder why there are fewer teams playing.
I was recruited onto the Society Committee and helped produce a written Constitution. Trevor Littlechild, the Honorary
Secretary, suggested that I start a training programme for new referees. The RFU invited society training officers to
draw up a national syllabus and I was involved in the construction of the Pilkington Award course. With Mike Daniel, I
ran these courses which, if my memory serves me right, were attended by Tony Kennedy, Jeff Miles and John Hanlon.
The Pilkington Award developed into the National Foundation Certificate and many of today’s membership took this
course. They include David Norman, Martin Dixon, Tony Clayton–Smith, Jon Evans, Robin Hesketh, Jim Kennaway,
Andy McKee and Noel Woodgate. I was not a fan of ELRA and I hear that is to be replaced.
In 1991, I was asked to take over the chairmanship of CUDRRS to follow Ken Hart. I agreed and there then followed
twenty years service as a member of the Management Committee in many roles as Chairman, General Manager, Appointments Secretary and Training Officer, culminating in my three years as President from 2007-10.
The challenge for referees changed dramatically after 1995 when professionalism in Rugby was accepted. Players and
coaches demanded better performances from officials. Referees had to learn new skills and a new vocabulary. They
had to place more emphasis on game management, preventive refereeing and consistency.
The challenge for CUDRRS management was to reorganise its structure to survive in the new world, to set out a development plan and find the resources in membership and finance to deliver it. We did just that. Our reputation as a well
run outfit encouraged the RFU to entrust us with the officiating role in the Laws Laboratory which it set up in 1996 at
Cambridge University. CUDRRS had an international profile now but the task we faced needed practical help from
other referee societies. Happily, this was forthcoming and several Test match officials visited to referee matches.
The close relationship we had with East Midlands referees was an influential factor in the formation of the Central Federation in 2000 and our decision to join that instead of Eastern Counties. CUDRRS had grown up and able to play with
the bigger boys (and girls). It has built up a reputation for quality performances and delivers a service to the game that
all members can be rightly proud of. Better refereeing for better rugby is a living reality not just a paper aspiration.
Looking back over these fifty years, I take pride in what I achieved here. Success as a player and a coach to some degree but even more success in alliance with the members of CUDRRS for the past forty of them.
This article is not intended to be an ego trip. It is my reflection on how Rugby can enhance your life if you make the
commitment. It is a call to others to offer their services to the society in more ways than blowing a whistle or waving a
flag. CUDRRS can achieve nothing without the work of its officers. They are the vital organs which sustain its life. I
know ‘cos I’ve been there. Which reminds me, we still need a volunteer to take over our financial management.
Thank you CUDRRS et al for making my Rugby in Cambridge such a happy experience .

Luv, Mike.
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FORWARD PLANNING
Whether you are considering your Christmas shopping, deciding the route for your touring holiday or preparing to
debrief a referee, all these activities will benefit from forward planning. It is equally important for referees societies
to know what they intend to achieve and how they are going to do it.
Like Baldrick, they need to have a plan, not necessarily a cunning one. It has to be honest - achievable, affordable
and actively supported by the membership. CUDRRS first plan was in 1994 and has been updated periodically
since. Each season management draws up a programme of action to take its plan forward. It usually covers the
issues of recruitment, retention, training, development, appointments, assessment and grading, relationships with
clubs and other societies, administration and finance. And you thought refereeing was a simple task?
The success of any plan depends upon the support it receives from those it affects. It is often a top down exercise
which can be regarded as “mushroom management” by those expected to help implement it. Not here though.
CUDRRS welcomes the input of its members and customers. Communication networks have been set up that
facilitate the exchange of ideas and views. CONTACT exists to keep members in touch with one another other
and provide a highway of information between management and members. It is made for two way traffic.
In 2015, the Rugby World Cup is expected to result, no not a victory for England, but a surge in the numbers taking
up the game. Is CUDRRS ready to cope with increased demands on its services? How will we manage the potential growth of youth rugby? Where is the next generation of referees coming from? How will we maintain our record
of fulfilling every appointment request? How do we go about developing our existing talent? What plans do the
clubs have to take advantage of RWC 2015?
Lots to think about and to be ready for by next September. The planning needs to start now and the input of members would be welcomed by Management Group. Speak up, your officers are listening.
Incidentally referees have you planned what you want to achieve this season?

CAPTION COMPETITION
We hope to have a larger response than this feature
received the last time. There is a prize on offer for
each of the best two entries. Why not give it a try?
Thanks Jim Kennaway for sending this photo in and
to Johnston Press plc for letting us use it.
No doubt who it is in the centre of the action. It’s
Tony Kennedy sporting a distinctive jersey styled on
Safety Wall Warning chevrons to match his distinctive style of refereeing. Yellow and black chevrons
are used on warning signs to indicate hazards you
don’t want to encounter. A clue here for composing
a winning entry?
The match is between March Bears and Scotty’s
Little Heroes in August. CONTACT “boobed” when
mentioning this event in the last issue.
An admonishment was received from Andy Bolden and accepted by the Editor with a bowed head.
Andy said “Thanks for sending through the latest offering from the Dimambro Press Dept. One brief comment concerning the 'Scotty's' article on page 3 - in his role as AR to Mr Kennedy, Charles Osborne threw back the years,
grew a beard and looked a lot like me. Perhaps I should check with Charles how his quads & calfs felt the morning
after his first proper run out of the season? Mine were shot!
Alternatively, Charles may have thrown back even more years, become a new mum & started looking a lot like Rachel! Overall, a rather fine support team to TK, although we chose not to join him in the Highways Dept high-viz
traffic incident wear”. James Pepper weighed in with “ CONTACT is great. The only mistake was for the March
game. Charles was not in attendance. It was TK, myself, Andy Bolden and Rachel Forrest”.
I apologise for the mistaken identity. Specsavers will not be pleased with me but I would be pleased to receive all
entries by 23rd November. I may involve TK in judging the competition. So mind how you go!!!!!

TOGETHER IS BETTER
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Members (and other readers) are invited to contribute articles, comments and issues for discussion and share the
ownership of this newsletter. Some already do. Thank you. More could. Please try.
Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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RUGBY TONIGHT
If you have BT Sport TV, you may have tuned in to this programme on
Monday evenings at 8 pm. It has been on from September and carries
on through to May. It aims to be entertaining and informative and carries reviews and previews of the best of the action in the Aviva Premiership. It now includes the new European Champions Cup.
There is plenty of fun and banter which may not be your cup of tea.
Ex professional rugby players are not necessarily good communicators
nor comedians. However, occasionally demonstrations and discussions
contain useful info for referees.
The programme on 21st September was worth watching because the
guest celebrity was Ed Morrison, ex Head of Elite Referee Development at the RFU. He had been invited to comment on aspects of the
law that had led to discussion by match commentators on the previous weekend’s games. The issues were tackling
a ball carrier in the air, stamping and refereeing the breakdown.
In the Gloucester v Exeter Chiefs match, a Chiefs player was yellow carded for dangerous play. He was following
up a high kick from his team mate and was positioning himself to catch the ball. He turned his back and as he did
so, a Gloucester player running from the opposite direction jumped into the air and caught the ball. His momentum
took him into the back of the Chiefs player as he himself was about to jump. The Gloucester player went over the
shoulder of the Chief player and fell awkwardly to the ground from five feet. My view was there was no intent to
Itackle dangerously. There was no serious injury apart from the Gloucester player being shaken up. It was an accident which in health and safety jargon is an unplanned event. The referee, however, decided otherwise.
A second yellow card was issued to a Gloucester player who tackled the ball
carrier low and whose momentum took him over the shoulder of the tackler. A
second Gloucester player grabbed the legs of the ball carrier and took them
above the horizontal. They all fell down but the tackler was sent off and looked
amazed. My view, the referee got the wrong man.
In the Northampton v Falcons game, the Saints 9 stamped repeatedly on the
arm of a Falcons player at a breakdown. The ball was no where near either of
them. No action was taken against the 9. My view — shameful disregard of the
law and the spirit of the game by the referee.
The Rugby Tonight presenters talked about soft studs causing no damage, standards differing between the professional and community levels of rugby and the inconsistent decision making by referees.
Ed explained that the IRB insisted that referees must deal firmly with dangerous play and had proscribed the use of
red and yellow cards in specific circumstances. In the case of stamping, he said that everyone in Rugby should
realise that shoeing was “out ” and no longer acceptable. Putting the boot in to the body and especially the head
had no place in Rugby.
The IRB was concerned about the image of the game and anxious that parents of youngsters would dissuade them
from taking up a sport they regarded as thuggish and unsafe. Sometimes the edicts from the IRB leave no room
for referees to use their common sense based on what actually happens. The desire for consistency can sometimes lead to decisions being seen as unjust. Referees must sing from the same hymn sheet but even though Law
6 A 4 (a) is applied, it is possible to preserve harmony. Most referees get it right as far as safety is concerned.

Ed concluded his contribution to the programme with a master class on how to referee the breakdown. You can
see this for yourselves on You Tube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGNWhUs1jc
SILVER JUBILEE
Congratulations to Charles Osbourn who on October 28th celebrated 25
years of refereeing with CUDRRS. His first game was between Cambridge Vanguards and Peterborough Vets. Charles is another of the
Cantabs club who took up the whistle and has given years of dedicated
and valued service to the Society. This goal kicking winger for OC’s became a National Panel Referee member as a touch judge.
Charles is pictured here with his successor as President, ball holding
Jon Evans. Jon is yet another member who gives much back to refereeing in return for the fun he had playing for Shelford. Pictured also on the
left are James Pepper and Andy Bolden. See, I do know who they are.
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EXPERIMENTS DOWN UNDER
Guy Mulley, an ardent supporter of CONTACT and sage of the Game, wrote “Thanks for another packed edition of
the CUDDRS magazine” He went on to comment on an aspect on the fruits of victory rather than the flow of the
game.
“I’ve just read your article “Experiments Down Under” and was intrigued to read about the change to a French-style
system of bonus points. Of course, as ever with these kinds of judgements, the context has to be understood. The
Australian experiment is presumably – at least in part – an attempt to return to proper defence and move away
from the basketball-style of points scoring that is not universally admired.
I was thinking about the bonus points change in the context of Saturday’s Eastern Counties 1 encounter between
Wisbech and Thetford. In a breathless game, which was a fantastic advertisement for amateur rugby, the score
ended up as 38—40 to Thetford (they had led 14-40 at the interval). With each side scoring 6 tries, they both,
deservedly, picked up a bonus point for scoring 4+ tries. Under the Australian version they would each have obtained the dreaded Eurovision ‘nil points’.
On that evidence I much prefer the 4 try approach to bonus points. But, in the same way a team losing by 7 can
obtain a bonus point (in some leagues). Perhaps Rugby could take the best of both worlds and adopt the French/
Australian approach too, by also having an additional bonus point for winning by 3 more tries.
Given the monumental physical effort that goes into rugby, there seems no harm in having several ways in which
deserving effort is rewarded”.
I think we should take an interest in what’s happening Down Under. Australia today, Cambridgeshire tomorrow?
Here are some comments trawled from the internet to start you thinking. They are offered without comment.

THE SCORE
Australia’s new National Rugby Championship has seen much try-scoring in the opening two rounds as teams embrace the competition’s trial law variations, aimed at enhancing exciting play.
Round One last weekend saw 35 tries in four games, while fans attending second round fixtures this weekend
have witnessed many more instances of players dotting down.

THE ROAR
Prior to the commencement of Round 4 we’ve seen 12 matches in the competition where an average of 60 points
per match have been scored. Melbourne Rising have scored an average of 60 points per match on their own!
Are teams scoring so many points because of the new law variations being used? I don’t have the statistics for how
many eight-point tries have been scored, or two-point penalty goals have been kicked, so I can’t tell you whether
the changes to the actual points for certain events have made a difference.
However, it seems clear that teams are choosing to look for tries more often than taking the shot at penalty goal,
and that’s a positive. An average of 60 points per match is 25 per cent higher than the average of 48 points per
match in regular-season matches in Super Rugby this season. Compare that number to the average of 55 points
per match scored in the ITM Premiership matches so far this season and an average of 53 points per match so far
in the Currie Cup and it doesn’t look too high at all.
CONTACT will keep an eye on developments. In the Laws Laboratory one experiment was to award eight points
for a penalty conceded in the defending twenty two. The idea was to deter the defence from cheating and being
prepared to concede three points rather than five for a try. The trial was short lived as scores became unreasonably distorted as defenders discipline did not improve. It also encouraged the attack to play for penalties rather than
go for tries. That would seem to favour reducing the points for a converted penalty.
But the following was not an experimental variation. The Round Nine game between Sydney Stars versus North
Harbour Rays produced what was quite possibly the worst ever decision on a rugby field, the first ever 'Own Try' in
Rugby. Defending forward in a tackle near his own line placed the ball back for his scrum half to clear. The ball
touched his goal line.
Referee Ian Smith did not see who had grounded the ball. With both teams having yellow at the top of their jerseys
he referred it to the TMO. The TMO, and Rowan Kitt assures CONTACT that it was not him, made a bizarre call
and said “You may award the try”. Sydney’s Mitch Lewis thus became the player to score the first ever own try in
Rugby.
Never waste an accident is a health and safety maxim. Should negative play like carrying the ball back into your
own in goal be more harshly punished? Should matches continue if the colours of the two teams are not distinguishable? I was faced with this dilemma when March turned up at Wisbech with only red jerseys in the same
shade as the home team.
I got Wisbech to turn their jerseys inside out to reveal their white shoulder quilting and we played without confusion.
Just as well the society provides us with sufficient jerseys to avoid a colour clash and being tackled. Ouch!
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DATE OF BIRTH
It was decided in 2010 that we would regard 1950 as the year CUDRRS was born. There was a merger about this
time between the a group of referees operating within the University and the society serving local clubs and
schools within Cambridgeshire and Eastern Counties.
Member Jack Lewars of “The School of Hard Knocks” fame wrote to CONTACT and said he was currently compiling and editing a commemorative brochure for the 125th anniversary of the London Society. He added
“As part of this, I recently interviewed a former referee called Ian Mackintosh, who told me that he had in fact
formed CUDRRS in the 1940s!”
Jack’s account states that Captain Ian Mackintosh is the only extant London official to have founded a refereeing
society. While studying and refereeing at Cambridge University, Ian began to organise officials to replace the
usual referees, who were abroad fighting in the Second World War.
The job was a labour of love, involving the hand delivery of printed fixture cards around the Colleges. Soon, however, it was a service that was relied upon and in 1944 Ian joined with Len Elliott, Hon Sec of the Cambridge town
Society, to create the Cambridge University & District Referees Society.
It is this Society which still administers the refereeing of College, University and Club rugby in Cambridgeshire.
The original Society, needless to say, bore little resemblance to the current organisation. Referees were almost
always associated with one of the competing teams; there was no ELRA qualification; and knowledge of the Laws
was not a pre-requisite.
To begin with, you belonged to a rugby club and some of your own people had to referee – if you were playing another College, you provided a referee from your own forces,” recalls Ian. “I never remember sending off to the
Rugby Football Union for the book of Laws. Each individual refereed the Law in accordance with his own acquaintance.”
Jack’s revelation has been investigated. Unfortunately, there is nothing in the Cambridge University RFU archives
about the birth of CUDRRS. David Ford who was refereeing here as a student in the 1950’s cannot recall the delivery date. He knows Ian because he was also a member of the London Society.
Ian is now 90 years old but remains in fine fettle for someone his age. He reflected on his refereeing career .
“I attribute much of my professional success to the start that refereeing gave me. Refereeing got me noticed as an
officer cadet and aided my application to Sandhurst. From there, the status and confidence I gained underpinned
all my later endeavours.”
In philosophical mood, Jack believes that sixty years on, refereeing still adds impetus and distinction to careers for
those who give their time to facilitate games across the country. Referees embarking on their professional journey
could do worse than to hope for experiences as varied and enjoyable as Ian’s.
Ian with a chuckle concluded “I’ve had a very good life”. Jack remarked that it is hardly exaggerating to say that it is
a life which has left its mark on rugby officiating in London and beyond.
Whether CUDRRS was born in1944 or 1950 is probably academic and only relevant to when we hold our significant anniversary dinners. If we were to accept the former, then we could be celebrating our 75th jubilee dinner in
five years time. I could be around for that but 2025 might be a bit difficult for me to make. One thing for sure is that
referees will be needed wherever Rugby is played.
By the way will you be attending the next Ladies Night and Annual Dinner. Look below for menu details.

DINNER DATE
Our Ladies Night and Annual Dinner is arranged for Friday,17th April at Christ’s College. Have you booked your
place yet? David Norman awaits your call.
The menu has been chosen
Roasted tomato soup
Venison with black cherry sauce
(or Wild mushroom ravioli as the vegetarian option)
Trio of petit desserts
Tickets are priced at £35 a head.
This event doubles as Cambridgeshire Rugby’s end of season get
together. Clubs and Society members will be united in having fun
and enjoying each other’s company. Be part of it.
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AGE GRADE VARIATIONS
At the suggestion of Stuart Graveston, these variations are reproduced here. Please study and note.
APPENDIX 2
U13-U18 Boys Variations to the IRB Laws of the Game
Players and Match Officials must ensure that the IRB Laws of Game (including the IRB Under 19 Law Variations)
and any such law variations set out below (and/or otherwise agreed by the RFU) are observed when playing boys
rugby at U13 to U18 in England.
RFU Regulation 15 (www.rfu.com/thegame/regulations) must also be complied with at all times.
Any terms defined in these Rules shall have the meanings set out in the IRB Laws of the Game.
Law Variations applicable to all age grades between U13 and U18
1. Ball sizes
•
U13 and U14 – ball size 4

U15, U16, U17 and U18 – ball size 5
2. Substitutions and replacements
Rolling substitutions are permitted and substituted players can be reused at any time. Substitutions can only take
place when the ball is dead and always with the referee’s knowledge.
There is no limit on the number of replacements that a team may have, even if competing teams have unequal
number, unless otherwise specified by separate regulations specific to a competition.
3. Squeezeball
No player shall use the technique known or referred to as “Squeezeball” and no person involved in the teaching or
coaching of rugby may teach or coach to encourage to use the “Squeezeball” technique.
Note: “Squeezeball” is a technique where the ball carrier goes to ground, head forward (touching or close to the
ground), irrespective of immediate contact with opponents, usually keeping parallel to the touchline, holding and
protecting the ball close to the chest and, when on the ground, pushing the ball back between the legs.
4. Sin Bin
If a player is temporarily suspended in an Age Grade match, the duration of time in the Sin Bin shall be as set out
below:
•
U13 and U14 – 5 minutes
•
U15 – 6 minutes
•
U16, U17 and U18 – 7 minutes
Additional Law Variations applicable to U13, U14 and U15 only
The variations below shall also apply at U13, U14 and U15:
5. The scrum
a)
There is no ‘turnover’ law. If scrums are reset for wheeling beyond 45 degrees the throw-in is to the side in
possession at the time it is wheeled beyond 45 degrees.
b)

The scrum-half not throwing the ball into the scrum must not move beyond the middle line of the scrum until
the ball has emerged from the scrum or an opponent has lifted the ball from the ground. In the event of a
strike against the head, the scrum-half who has thrown the ball into the scrum is similarly restricted in not
following the ball.
Sanction: Penalty Kick

6. Law 19 Line-Out
Lifting and supporting is prohibited at this age group, i.e. a player may not bind to a jumper until he has
returned to the ground.
Sanction: Penalty Kick.

PROGRESS REPORTS
CONTACT is pleased to report the continued upward progression of the refereeing careers of Louis Biggs and
Jonathan Cook. Both are moving up fast and are in contact exchanging experiences.
Good reports are being received by Charles Osbourn about Louis. His latest performance in the North Walsham v
Romford Level 6 league fixture received the plaudits of the Eastern Counties assessor. He has been watched by
Alan Biggs, no relation, the RFU National Development Manager. He is on the radar screen.
Jonathan Cooke now back in the North East has been elevated to the Northern Group of referees He is at Level 5
and recently refereed in National Division Three in the South West and London and SE Groups.
Jon sends his best wishes to all in CUDRRS. It is great that he keeps in touch and is an indication of his gratitude
to what CUDRRS has done to help him get on. CONTACT looks forward to even better news about these two.
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FAREWELL BRYAN
The funeral of member Bryan Mallyon took place at the West Suffolk
Crematorium on Thursday, 23rd October. The society was represented
by Charles Osbourn and Mike Dimambro. Charles was a former work
colleague of Bryan at Fisons in Harston and both were Old Cantabs.
His wife, Amanda, and children, Kevin and Sarah, were supported by
over 100 people, many from the village of Linton where Bryan was born
and lived. He died of stomach cancer at home at the early age of 59
years.
Bryan had chosen the music for the service. It included “Jerusalem” to
reflect his love of England, particularly its Rugby team. He had also
written a poem which illustrated the fortitude with which he faced his
illness and the humour that was so characteristic of him.
Life in France working for the Bayer Crop Sciences sharpened his taste
for good food. He loved cooking and grew his own vegetables on three
allotments he had in Linton. The photo shows him with the legendary
chef, Albert Roux, the French restaurateur.
During the earlier stages of his illness, Bryan spent time
YOUR FINAL ASSESSMENT
researching his disease. He realised that each of the people Where do Rugby referees go when they die?
he mentioned in his poem had died of stomach cancer.
Here are some of the verses he wrote with courage and wit. Maybe that is a question that only exercises the
minds of the older members of the society, and
It seems I’ve joined the great and good
then only occasionally. Attending funerals prompts
The list is quite extensive
such thoughts in me.
It’s not through choice you understand
Will we ever get to play on the Elysian Fields?
And it’s not at all expensive
Have we been sufficiently heroic and virtuous
We start the list with sporting greats
souls on the Rugby fields on earth that we deJohn Spencer and Barry Sheene
serve to pass the scrutiny of the Great Assessor
There are also some great writers
in the sky.
Including Gertrude Stein
We can claim to have upheld the commandments
Of all the men I love the best
(the IRB and RFU ones). Surely we qualify acBlues men from cross the sea
cording to the Beatitudes - Blessed are the
Are Otis Hicks aka Lightnin’ Slim
peacemakers, the clean of heart and the merciful.
And the great Brownie McGhee
If the assessor turns out to be “picky” we should
Fermi of quantum physics fame
quote 1 Corinthians 13:13 “Three things last forWent down with this as well
ever, faith, hope and love and the greatest of
But he was preceded by
these is love”. Greater love has no one than this The Scot James Clerk Maxwell
to take up the whistle for their friends.
+
Marion Mitchell Morrison
Referees are heaven bound. This offering from
Also went this way
Charles Osbourn, our society’s great assessor,
A true cowboy in every sense
provides us with the hope that the purgatory we
At least that’s what some say
experience down here will get us up there when
it’s kick off time.
We can’t exclude comedians
Frank Carson joined the throng
He stood before the pearly gates,
And even Bernie Winters,
his face was scarred and old.
A comedian? No that’s wrong
He stood before the Man of Fate,
for admission to the fold.
We near the end of this sorry tale
“What have you done,” Saint Peter said,
The good have all been listed
“to gain admission here?”
But sad to say there’s another verse
Of a man I have resisted
“I’ve been a Rugby referee
for many and many a year.”
The French who think this man was great
The pearly gates swung open wide,
Are clearly much deluded
Saint Peter touched a bell.
Because he lost at Waterloo
“Come in and choose your harp, my friend,
And on Elba was secluded
You’ve had your share of hell.”
Bonaparte was this man of course
The moral of this story is that life is about giving and
I didn’t want to say
receiving, although we may have to wait some time
To include me with him within this list
before we get our reward. Carry on whistling!!!!
Just shows it’s not my day.

